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None Of The Hits, All of The Time
This month’s number 1 (AGAIN)

"I woke up still not dead again today," Willie Nelson sings on his new album, "the
internet said I had passed away." Addressing recent rumors of declining health, Nelson
plays the idea for laughs, but it's no joke. On his new album, the 83-year-old singer
probes his own mortality and wrestles with death head-on for the first time on record.

The main pitfall for an artist as prolific as Nelson is maintaining a sense of coherent
urgency with each release. But old age has sharpened Nelson's focus as a songwriter,
providing him with renewed purpose as a lyricist and heightened vulnerability as a
vocalist. So unlike 2014's retrospective smorgasbord Band of Brothers, 2015's loving
collaboration with Merle Haggard Django & Jimmie, or his recent collections of reverent
tributes to Ray Price and Gershwin, God's Problem Child is a tightly-woven, poignant
collection of ruminations on aging and fading faculties that amounts to Nelson's most
moving album in decades.

Set to longtime producer Buddy Cannon's sparse, elegant country arrangements, these
songs are brimming with bleak prophecy and spiritual acceptance, as Nelson ponders
his eternal home ("Little House on the Hill"), everlasting compassion ("True Love"), and
his fallen comrade Merle Haggard ("He Won't Ever Be Gone"). On songs like "Your
Memory Has a Mind of Its Own" and "Old Timer," Nelson addresses his devastating
second-person meditations about physical deterioration to himself, a clever narrative
device that packs a heavy punch: "You think that you're still a young bull rider/Till you
look in the mirror and see/An old timer," Nelson sings with impeccable phrasing in the
latter, delivering the title phrase in a quivering melody that lays bare the song's heavy
emotion.
Review: Willie Nelson Stares Down Mortality on Most Moving LP in Years
Our take on the 83-year-old country icon's latest, on which the passage of time is
rendered with timeless wisdom and beauty
RollingStone

______________________________________________
Album Review- The Brother Brothers' "Tugboats"

by Kyle "Trigger" Coroneos - savingcountrymusic.com
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At some point it became cool again to be in a folk duo. Whether folk duos are cool again
is another story. One thing that’s for sure, there’s certainly an abundance of them. The
husband and wife combo has become especially common out there in the musical
environs. Apparently the stigma of being too close to Sunny and Cher wore off some
years ago, and now it’s open season for mating pairs to head out in their Sprinter vans to
play corner stages in coffee houses on Wednesday nights.

Problem is, there’s only so many derelict intellectuals and former college friends to guilt
out on Wednesday nights, and despite being an especially gratifying thing to share on
Instagram for Millennials, the economic viability of the husband/wife folk duo is
circumspect at best.

Brother and sister folk duos though, you can almost never go wrong with. There is
something so pure about blood siblings singing harmony that can never be replaced or
bested in nature. Of course The Everley Brothers proved it years ago, but in the modern
era The Secret Sisters, Cactus Blossoms, Church Sisters, The Quebe Sisters, The Malpass
Brothers, and a slew of others take unfair advantage of sibling telepathy to make
harmonies so close and so eloquent, it can make the spine shimmer even if they’re
singing a Denny’s menu.

You’re not going to hear about The Brother Brothers unless someone tells you about
them. They’re not out there playing 200 shows a year or being touted by a big label.
Brothers Adam Moss and David Moss both play in numerous other projects in various
capacities. Adam Moss plays the fiddle, and David plays the cello. Sometimes they play
guitar. But I’m here to tell you, their calling is to play with each other, and each other
only.
Based out of Brooklyn, The Brother Brothers is the closest thing you can find to Simon &
Garfunkel in this century, yet with a primitive country sound. Incredible singing, some
of the sweetest fiddle playing and cello accompaniment I’ve heard, and songs that are
amazing in both their simplicity, and their ability to put rhyme and reason to complex
human emotions.

Both Adam and David Moss were renown and accomplished musicians before they
started singing together under this funny name, including David Moss winning the
acclaimed New Folk competition in 2011. If you go poking around, you’ll find their
names associated with acts like Ana Egge, The Blue Hit, Session Americana, and fellow
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Brooklyn-based band The Defibulators. But you’ve never heard them together and alone
until now, and it’s brilliant.

Sometimes musical savants like these two are challenged in the songwriting and
relatability departments. Music is not a skills competition, despite institutions of higher
learning and folk/bluegrass gatherings trying to turn it into one. But The Brother
Brothers bring that necessary, real life component to the compositional acumen
evidenced in their music. This music is brilliantly accessible, while still being something
enhanced by skill and intelligence. They also inexplicably give us our second amazing
song about the tiny town of Cairo, IL in 2017 (Natalie Hemby also turned one in).

All we have at the moment is an EP released earlier in 2017 called Tugboats, but in six
songs and 18 minutes, The Brother Brothers accomplish what entire folk labels and
festival lineups struggle to not accomplish, which is honing in on something so timeless
and carnal to the musical intellect, the music resonates in the soul like echoing within
the walls of a great cavern.

The notes, and the words are not enough. You must have chemistry. And that’s what The
Brother Brothers have in bushel baskets. Enough can’t be said positively about The
Brother Brothers and Tugboats. Two Guns Up!
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Slaid Cleaves – GHOSTS ON THE CAR RADIO

Slaid Cleaves
GHOSTS ON THE CAR RADIO
Candy House Media/Proper Records

The Voice of the Working Man Distilled Through Some Beautiful Songs.

Where does the time go? It only seems like the blink of an eye since I first heard Slaid
Cleaves singing Horseshoe Lounge on the More Sounds of the New West CD that was
given away with Uncut magazine in January 2001 and proved a gateway into Americana
music for me. That gorgeous world weary voice that I know every nuance of now returns
with his 13th (?) album in nearly 27 years.
As the owner of 11 of those discs it was with more than a little bit of nervous excitement
that I slid the disc into the player. I waited with baited breath and was pleasantly
surprised to hear him fronting a band on Already Gone; a bit of an intense Alt. Country
rocker that brought back happy memories of some of his earlier albums.
Always an advocate of other songwriters Slaid first introduced us to the works of Karen
Poston many years ago and here her Little Guys fits in perfectly well as Slaid recounts
the sad story of a guy called Butch who was ‘pumping gas in first grade’ and could
‘rebuild a carburetor by the time he was 12 years old’ in the family auto-service centre
and now 40 years later he has inherited the business just as the corporations and
complicated regulations have taken over and he has to consider giving it all up. A story
that I hear over and over again these days; but the way Slaid inhabits the character left
me with a funny feeling in my stomach and a tear in my eye.
While a mighty fine songwriter himself; Cleaves includes four songs from his best friend
since school days; Rod Picott.
One of which, the single Drunken Barbers Hand is a whole new direction for both and
includes some ghostly harmonies and impressive guitar interludes from producer
Scrappy Judd Newcomb while Slaid pores his heart out in the vocal department.
Another from Picott’s pen, Take Home Pay explores a blue collar workers struggles to
make ends for his family; and even considers ‘going to the blood bank’ or ‘selling pills to
red-eye truckers’ in a song that really captures the current mood across the world.
It’s not just Cleaves’ expressive way with words that I love; but the subject matter in
songs like the beautiful To Be Held and Hickory that make him a Master-craftsman in
this dark art.
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As an unadulterated fan; there’s nothing here I don’t like and didn’t expect any other
outcome; but if you don’t already know his work try listening to Primer Gray; an age old
story of a man following in his own fathers footsteps by inheriting a Pontiac ’74 that his
own son doesn’t want. Heartbreaking and beautiful in equal measures.
The title of ‘favourite song’ is a difficult one as two songs tugged at my heart strings for
different reasons. The first, If I Had a Heart harks back to some of my favourite
sorrowful songs from his earlier works and includes the line “If I had a heart/You’d be
breaking it now.” Wow……how insightful is that? Then play out the song to a moving
backing band and you have a song that is totally unforgettable.
The other; is a jaunty slice of old-timey Country with Slaid singing about The Old Guard
who hang out at Dickies Bar, playing George and Hank on the Jukebox talking about
Sports and the weather; until the kids play ‘their fast modern tunes/as the floors
bounce.’ Slaid’s voice has never sounded better, in my humble opinion on a song that
will surely feature on any upcoming Best Of album and of course his concerts and will
have fans of all ages smiling and nodding along in agreement.
Part of me wants to say that this is ‘much of a muchness’ with Slaid Cleave’s previous
albums; and to some degree it is; but the more I play it the more that Newcomb’s warm
production releases and reveals, and leaves me feeling that there is even better to come
over the next few years.

Released June 23rd 2017
https://www.slaidcleaves.com/
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REAL MUSIC PLAYED FOR REAL PEOPLE BY REAL DJS

May 2017

#1 Willie Nelson God's Problem Child,(*TG, *RV, *PT, *MN, *KP, *JA, *EW,
*BS, *BP)
2. Zephania O'Hora, "This Highway(*OO, *OAM, *FS, *ABA)
3. Chris Stapleton, From a Room Vol 1(*RC, *RV, *PVG, *PT, *MB, *GM)
3. Justin Earle Townes – Kids in the Street(*MB, *JVB, *JF, *DF)
4. John Moreland Big Bad Love(*RC, *BB, *SLDM, *MB, *DF)
5. Vandoliers The Native(*OO, *JP, *CP)
5. Slaid Cleaves, Ghost on the Car Radio(*SLDM, *PVG, *JVB)
5. Justin Trevino, A Salute to Ray Price And The Cherokee Cowboys(*GS, *EW,
*ABA)
5. Sam Baker, Land of Doubt(*SLDM, *PK, *MF, *GS, *FH)
6. L.A. RiverCatz: L.A. Rivercatz Andrew Lilly and the L.A. Rivercatz(*MN,
*TG, *BP)
7. David Childers: Run Skeleton Run(*TG, *RV, *RC)
7. Dale Watson and Ray Benson: Dale and Ray(*ST, *RM, *MN)
8. Robyn Ludwick: This Tall To Ride(*SD, *FS, *GS)
9. Marty Stuart & His Fabulous Superlatives – Way Out West(*JP, *DF, *BS)
10. Rodney Crowell, "Close Ties" New West(*RM, *OO, *EW)
10. Colter Wall – s/t(*DF, *BB)
10. Sunny Sweeney: Trophy(*RM, *EW, *BS)
10. Justin Earle Townes – Kids in the Street(*RV. *PK)
10. North Mississippi Allstars - Prayer For Peace, Songs of the South(*JP, *CP)
10. Shannon McNally – Black Irish(*RV, *BB)
10. Lesley Kernochan A Calm Sun(*OAM, *MP)
11. Sarah Shook & the Disarmers Sidelong(*ST, *RV, *JM, *JF)
11. Malcom Holcombe Pretty Little Troubles(*OO, *JF, *DC, *BB)
11. Pokey LaFarge – Manic Revelations(*JM, *DF)
11. Don Bryant Don’t Give Up On Love(*RC, *CP)
12. Hannah Aldridge Gold Rush(*OAM, *MP)
12. Gerry Spehar, I Hold Gravity(*JM, *FH)
12. Bumper Jacksons: I’ve Never Met A Stranger (Bumper Jacksons)(*MN,
*ABA)
13. Brigitte DeMeyer & Will Kimbrough, Mockingbird Soul(*FH)
13. Jesse Dayton The Revealer(*ST)
13. Sarah Jane Scouten: When the Bloom Falls From The Rose(*FS)
13. Ray Davies, Americana(*PVG)
13. Nathan Bell, Love > Fear (48 hours in Traitorland)(*PK)
13The Jerry Cans(*GM)
13. Jim Keaveny Put It Together(*OAM, *MF)
13. Dion Kickin’ Child(*JF)
13. Wes McGhee: Comala(*TG)
13. Matt Urmy: Out Of The Ashes(*BP)
13. Ani DiFranco, Binary, Righteous(*PH)
13. Imelda May: Life Love Flesh Blood(*DC)
13. Alison Krauss(*BS)
13. Joe Jencks: Poets, Philosophers Workers & Wanderers(*JA)
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13. Sean Costanza: Silver City Drive(*SD)
13. Johnny Bush, The Absolute Johnny Bush(*RM)
13. Tom Russell Play One More The Songs of Ian & Sylvia(*FS, *BS)
13. Harmonica Sam, A Drink After Midnight, El Toro (*GS)
14. Blaze Foley: The Lost Muscle Shoals Recordings(*JM)
15. Harpeth Rising, Against all tides(*PVG)
16. Leslie Tom: Leslie Tom(*EW)
17. Sam Outlaw(*BS)
18. Jake La Botz Sunnyside(*CP)
19. mavis staples-i'll take you there(*KP)
20. Matthew Ryan: Hustle Up Starlings(*GM)

FREEDOM AMERICAN ROOTS #214
ALBUM OF THE MONTH
Zephania O'Hora, "This Highway (*ABA)
Colter Wall – s/t(*BB)
Matt Urmy: Out Of The Ashes(*BP)
Alison Krauss(*BS)
Vandoliers The Native(*CP)
Imelda May: Life Love Flesh Blood(*DC)
Justin Earle Townes – Kids in the Street(*DF)
Justin Trevino, A Salute to Ray Price And The Cherokee Cowboys(*EW)
Brigitte DeMeyer & Will Kimbrough, Mockingbird Soul(*FH)
Sarah Jane Scouten: When the Bloom Falls From The Rose(*FS)
The Jerry Cans(*GM)
Harmonica Sam, A Drink After Midnight, El Toro (*GS)
Joe Jencks: Poets, Philosophers Workers & Wanderers(*JA)
Dion Kickin’ Child(*JF)
Pokey LaFarge – Manic Revelations(*JM)
North Mississippi Allstars - Prayer For Peace, Songs of the South(*JP)
Slaid Cleaves, Ghost on the Car Radio(*JVB)
Willie Nelson God's Problem Child(*KP)
Justin Earle Townes – Kids in the Street(*MB)
Sam Baker, Land of Doubt(*MF)
L.A. RiverCatz: L.A. Rivercatz Andrew Lilly and the L.A. Rivercatz(*MN)
Hannah Aldridge Gold Rush(*MP)
Zephania O'Hora, "This Highway(*OAM)
Zephania O'Hora, "This Highway(*OO)
Ani DiFranco, Binary, Righteous(*PH)
Nathan Bell, Love > Fear (48 hours in Traitorland)(*PK)
Chris Stapleton, From a Room Vol 1(*PT)
Ray Davies, Americana(*PVG)
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David Childers: Run Skeleton Run(*RC)
Johnny Bush, The Absolute Johnny Bush(*RM)
Justin Townes Earle, Kids In The Street(*RV)
Sean Costanza: Silver City Drive(*SD)
Slaid Cleaves, Ghost on the Car Radio(*SLDM)
Jesse Dayton The Revealer(*ST)
Wes McGhee: Comala(*TG)
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